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This issue is addressed using a Known Issue Rollback (KIR).This KIR will prevent the issue on Windows devices that have not installed KB5015878, but will have no effect on devices already affected by this known issue. Please note that it might
take up to 24 hours for the KIR to propagate automatically to consumer devices and non-managed business devices. Restarting your Windows device might help the KIR apply to your device faster. For enterprise-managed devices that have
installed an affected update and encountered this issue, you can address it by installing and configuring a special Group Policy. The special Group Policy can be found in Computer Configuration > Administrative Templates> . For information
about deploying and configuring these special Group Policy, see How to use Group Policy to deploy a Known Issue Rollback. Worked like a charm! I was having network connection difficulties on my HP mini 210. It would connect wireless for

about 15 minutes then drop and not come back. HP determined that it might be a windows issue and wanted me to reinstall Windows 7 Starter with their USB drive. Rather than wait over 5 days for the drive, I followed these steps (very clear
btw) and it booted right into the reinstall and it kicked off just fine. Now I can put a fresh install of 7 Ultimate on and see if that fixes it. Thanks! 4. Next, follow the Mount Point box and make sure Choose a mount point at the end of this disk is

selected. Create a new partition and name it Windows 11 Lite. There you go, you have just created a partition.
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3. For volume sizing, right-click on the unallocated space and click New Simple Volume. This will launch the volume
wizard. Proceed to accept the default of creating a 200MB volume and assign it a name. I will be using Windows 11
Lite for the volume name, which can be changed as you please. I also will make the volume active. 4. Once done,
right-click on the newly created volume and select the Format option. Select NTFS for file system and leave all the
other options as default. Click OK to set the volume up for installation. 5. With the volume created, we are ready to
create the Windows 11 Lite installer from the Windows 11 Lite ISO image we downloaded earlier. First, we need to

mount the ISO image on to our pen drive. For Windows 7 users, you can open up Rufus as seen below. 6. For
Windows 7 users, we can drag and drop the Windows 11 Lite ISO image on to the software. You need to select the
ISO file first and then drag it to Rufus. Once it is in there, click on the green arrow to start the process. 9. When the
process is complete, the icon will change to a CD icon, indicating that the Windows 11 Lite installation is finished.

Once you have finished the process, you can remove the pen drive and then eject it in the Disk Management
window. 10. Finally, boot into the Windows 11 Lite setup by selecting the pen drive from your boot menu and youre
done. Compress Windows 11 Lite to save space After installing Windows 11 Lite, you can be left with a very large
install. While this is fine for some, others might want to compress it, so you can save some space on their PC. To
compress the Windows 11 Lite install, just right-click on the Compressor.exe file found on your Windows 11 Lite

desktop, and click Run as administrator to launch Compressor.exe. 5ec8ef588b
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